
A DREAM OF A SEQUEL!

Relax is proud to announce that their long awaited industry headliner and first in an epic 
series, The DREAM DROP JACKPOTS will be released!

Temple Tumble 2 is the highly anticipated sequel to Temple Tumble and is guaranteed to be 
their most adrenaline filled exploit to date - Again, willing to risk it all, this time in pursuit of 
Lost Legend treasure. Can this adventurous duo solve the mystery of the 6x6 reel that stands 
between them and a treasure trove.

This feature-rich adventure packed sequel contains multiple free spin modes, tumbles galore, 
wilds, and increasing multipliers that are all there to aid with mission success.

Everything that glitters during this adventure is most certainly gold, but remember to 
occasionally look up as not all the treasure lies on the ground! The desirable Dream Drop 
Jackpots could fall at any time!

ID: templetumble2dd 
Columns x Rows: 6 x 6
RTP: 94.8% (Inc. 12% Jackpot Contribution) 
Payout Mechanic: Ways 
Volatility:       out of
Max Win Per Way: 1 x bet
Max Coinciding Win: 9,723 x bet

Max Win (Simulated): 10,045.7 x bet
Default Free Spin Cost: €0.20
Hit Frequency: 21.42%
Average Win Free Spins: 46.29 x bet 
Min Bet: €0.20
Max Bet: €100



WIN PROBABILITIES

FEATURES
FREE SPINS

If all stone blocks in the main game are 
destroyed, 6 Free Spins are awarded. In 
Free Spins, some stone blocks are special 
and contain extra spins, added Multipliers, 
persistent wilds or triggers a transform 
feature. Any adjacent win to a special stone 
block actives its feature. In all different modes, 
clearing all stone blocks, regular and special, 
awards +3 free spins. There is a choice of 
three different Free Spin modes:

Multipliers & Extra spins - Special stone 
blocks contain added multipliers or extra spins

Wild & Transform - Special stone blocks 
contain persistent wilds or triggers a 
transform feature. Wilds are persistent for the 
number of spins indicated by the number on 
the symbol. The special transform stone block 
is replaced by a target symbol, which is one of 
the normal symbols. In the following cascade, 
1 symbol kind gets transformed into the same 
kind as the target symbol.

Combined - Special stone blocks contain 
added multipliers, extra spins, persistent wilds 
or triggers a transform feature.

BIG WIN 
(Bet Multiplier 15+) 

1 in 104 - 105
(Depends on FS Mode)

EPIC WIN  
(Bet Multiplier 60+) 

1 in 403 - 417 
(Depends on FS Mode)

MEGA WIN  
(Bet Multiplier 30+) 

1 in 195 - 200
(Depends on FS Mode)



DREAM DROP

JACKPOT ENTRY SPIN

The Dream Drop jackpot bonus is 
triggered when landing 6 DD symbols in 
the randomly triggered Jackpot entry spin. 
When triggered the entry spin is played as 
an additional spin before the normal spin, 
with only stone blockers and DD symbols.

DREAM DROP BONUS

There are 5 jackpots that can be won: RAPID, 
MIDI, MAXI, MAJOR or MEGA. In the Dream 
Drop Jackpot Bonus you can land stone 
blocks or Dream Drop symbols. Dream Drop 
symbols stay on the reels while stone blocks 
are destroyed. Spins are played until one of the 
reels is filled by Dream Drop symbols, and the 
corresponding jackpot is won.



LANGUAGES

APPROVED JURISDICTIONS

Denmark Great Britain Latvia Romania

Estonia Isle of Man Malta Sweden

Bahasa Indonesia Dutch Hungarian Polish Thai

Bahasa Melayu English Italian Portuguese Turkish

Chinese (Simplified) Estonian Japanese Romanian Vietnamese

Chinese (Traditional) Finnish Korean Russian

Croatian French Khmer Slovak

Czech German Lithuanian Spanish

Danish Greek Norwegian Swedish

LOW

WILD

SYMBOLS
HIGH

Matching symbols in any position on three or more 
adjacent reels, starting from the leftmost reel, constitutes 
a pay way win. Winning symbols and any stone blocks that 
lie next to a winning symbol will be destroyed, and new 
symbols will fall down to fill the voids, for more chances to 
win. Note that stone blocks don’t have a payout and will not 
create a pay way win.

PAYOUT MECHANICS


